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Abstract: We have developed a multitone modulated continuous wave (MTCW) Lidar
system made of a CW laser with multiple fixed RF tones for a high precision range finding
and velocimetry. In this paper, the MTCW Lidar system has been studied analytically and
numerically. A proof-of-concept experiment by employing 1550-nm light source and multiple
radio-frequency (RF) tone modulations ranging from 50 MHz to 6 GHz has been performed
to demonstrate proof of principle for range finding with <1-cm range resolution. We also
provide sine fitting algorithms on the measured RF tones to extract the range information in
a single shot RF measurement and demonstrate the ways to improve the resolution beyond
the actual RF bandwidth.

Index Terms: Lidar, range finding, velocimetry, RF modulation, multi-tone modulation, het-
erodyne detection, interference.

1. Introduction
Light detection and ranging (Lidar) has been used in various ways such as military applications [1]
and atmospheric sciences [2] to detect remote objects, measure distances [3], create topographical
images [4], detect aerosol particles [5], [6], and measure ozone layers [7], [8]. In recent years,
with the advent of self-driving cars and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), Lidar became a topic
of interest once again for proximity sensing and collision prevention [9]–[14]. However, most of
these recent research activities focus on the receiver architectures [15], and signal processing
techniques [16], [17] to achieve more robust, accurate and sensitive measurements in longer
ranges. Optical backbone mostly relies on Lidar technologies based on pulsed time of flight (PToF)
measurements, which transmits laser impulses and collects the scattered light from a target. The
measured time delay between transmission and the reception reveals the range information by
using simple calculations. To achieve accurate timing, PToF Lidars require short pulse generation
and high temporal resolution, which creates the necessity of fast electronics. Therefore, several
consecutive measurements are performed in combination with Monte Carlo methods to minimize
the error in timing. Additionally, the precision of this approach degrades with distance, also it lacks
the ability to detect velocity and direction of moving targets simultaneously [18].
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Recently, new Lidar technologies employing continuous wave (CW) lasers emerged as in am-
plitude modulated continuous wave (AMCW), and frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW)
Lidars [19]–[21]. The AMCW Lidars modulate the intensity of the light while keeping the frequency
constant. Depending on the desired measurement precision, AMCW technique requires high-speed
radio-frequency (RF) electronics to modulate the light intensity. On the receiver side, this require-
ment can be mitigated via demodulation or superheterodyne receivers that can convert the high-
frequency tones into base-band signals. The range information is either obtained by convolving the
local oscillator with the time-delayed return signal as in phase shift Lidars, or electronic heterodyne
detection to generate a beat note proportional to the target distance as in linearly chirped Lidars
[18], [19]. Previously, <5 mm precision was reported for distances <12 m by employing AMCW
Lidars and precision improvement techniques such as multiple signal classification and harmonic
distortion cancellation [22]–[24].

Moreover, the FMCW Lidars are based on frequency sweeping of the light sources such as
tunable lasers or frequency modulated CW lasers with a chirped RF signal. The backscattered
signal is detected via optical heterodyning that employs a slow square-law detector, therefore the
generated beating frequency can be recorded by slower electronics [18]. Since the same target
is measured with several frequencies, the results are more robust and accurate [19]. Also, they
have the potential of detecting the speed and direction of the target simultaneously [25], [26]. The
FMCW Lidar systems can achieve sub-mm resolutions for shorter ranges (<10 m), while utilizing
wide-band frequency tuning via swept sources [27]–[29]. The resolution degrades to ∼5 cm at
medium ranges (∼100 m), with a bandwidth that is limited to 5 GHz [30]. However, in the practical
domain, frequency stability of the laser source and technical challenges limit the sweeping frequency
range up to a few GHz, therefore the range resolution is limited to cm level, which mitigates
the reliability of frequency chirped Lidars [31], [32]. Very recently, frequency combs are utilized
to achieve >THz bandwidth with μm resolutions in shorter ranges, as well [33]. On the other
hand, some frequency domain Lidars previously employed the multiple-wavelength techniques
such as continuous time-of-flight measurements [34], multi-wavelength super-heterodyning [35],
[36] and multi-frequency demodulation via CMOS photonic mixer devices [37], which were used
for short-range and high precision imaging and ranging. However, it is important to note that
these efforts are mainly targeted for short-range measurements in applications such as Microsoft
Kinect.

In addition to AMCW and FMCW, phase-based ranging is also a remarkable technique for
absolute metrology systems [38]. However, implementation of such a system is troublesome due
to the requirement of multiple detectors or detector arrays, as well as heterodyne detection of
two arms with different frequencies. Also, the detection in such applications requires either phase
detectors or elaborates phase extraction techniques during post-processing. Lack of direct velocity
measurement is another drawback of such techniques. Therefore, a less burdensome system
is necessary with high-resolution capability for longer ranges that can also provide the velocity
information simultaneously.

Here, we present a multi-tone modulated continuous wave (MTCW) Lidar technology that can
provide high precision range and velocity information of static and moving targets. In the proposed
approach, CW lasers are simultaneously modulated with a few carefully selected RF tones. At
the receiver, the interference of the scattered light with the reference is detected by a photodiode.
Since, the acquired light travels to the target and back to the beam splitter, the interference signal
carries the range and velocity information of the target at the amplitude and phase of the detected
RF tones. We utilize the relative amplitude variations in RF tones to extract the range and velocity
information. In this manuscript, the proposed MTCW Lidar system is investigated theoretically and
verified with numerical simulations. Also, a proof of principle experiment has been performed for
ranging of a static target. We show the short distance range measurements with <1 cm accuracy
by using 2.5 GHz and 6 GHz RF tones. The accuracy can be further improved by increasing the
tone frequencies, data extrapolation, and signal processing algorithms. Recent progress in the
development of highly coherent narrow linewidth lasers allows practical devices that can operate
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the proposed multi-tone continuous wave Lidar system.

over kilometers of distances. As a result, the proposed method can be suitable for aerial or satellite-
based remote sensing applications with cm accuracy.

2. Principle and Numerical Results
Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of the MTCW Lidar system. The system is driven by a CW
laser source that is amplitude modulated by a Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) modulator to create well
separated optical tones. The signal is then split into two as the reference and the measurement
arms. The measurement signal is incident on the target after collimation and beam expansion.
The reflected beam is then collected back at the same transmit aperture or a separate collection
aperture. After collecting the reflected signal, it is collimated back and sent to an interferometer
that enables the superposition of the transmit signal and the reference signal on a detector. The
photodetector is used to detect the interference and create RF tones required for range finding and
velocimetry. In particular, we are interested in the relative amplitude variations of modulation tones
to extract the range information. Due to the difference in the phase accumulation at different optical
tones at a given target distance, we will have nonuniform amplitudes across the RF frequencies.
By carefully evaluating the strength of the tone powers, we can estimate the path length covered
by the optical beam from the source, to the target and back to the detector. In this study, we
have developed an algorithm that recognizes the amplitude nonuniformity across the harmonic
frequencies and precisely detect the range information from these amplitude variations. If there is
a moving target, it is also possible to detect the Doppler shift to identify the velocity and direction
with the same configuration. The number of RF tones and their frequencies are selected carefully
for the desired range and precision. Consequently, the proposed method is employing multi-tone
RF modulation, optical heterodyning and sine fitting algorithms that enable acquisition of range and
possible velocity information in a single shot measurement by eliminating the need of frequency,
amplitude or phase sweeping.

2.1 Analytical Modeling

The unmodulated complex optical field at the output of the CW laser can be modeled as
E 1 = A 0exp(jω0t + jφ0)exp(−jk0z) where A 0 is the amplitude of the light’s electric field, ω0 is the
angular frequency of the optical carrier, φ0 is the phase of the initial light beam, k0 is the an-
gular wave number, and z is the propagation distance [39]. Later, this optical carrier is intensity
modulated by a waveform that is the sum of sinusoidal signals, E RF = ∑N

i=1 A i cos (2πf i t + φi ) =
∑N

i=1 0.5 A i [exp(j2πf i t + jφi ) + exp(−j2πf i t − jφi )] where A i , f i , and φi are the amplitude, frequency,
and phase of i th RF tone, respectively. The field transfer function of the balanced driven Mach Zehn-
der modulator (MZM) under push-pull configuration is cos (0.5πvm/Vπ) where vm = Vπ/2 + E RF at
quadrature bias. Therefore, after trigonometric conversions, the transfer function of MZM can be
rewritten as cos (π

4 + π
2Vπ

E RF ) = 1√
2
{cos ( π

2Vπ
E RF ) − sin ( π

2Vπ
E RF )}. To achieve linear modulation, we

used low modulation depth (m = πA i /Vπ � 1), therefore modulated electric field can be expressed
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by E 2 = E 1√
2

− E 1√
2

π
2Vπ

E RF by using small angle approximations. After inserting E 1 and E RF ,

E 2 = A 0√
2

exp (jω0t + jφ0 − jk0z)

− mA 0

4
√

2

{
N∑

i=1

exp [j (ω0 + 2πf i ) t + j (φ0 + φi ) − jk0z] + exp [j (ω0 − 2πf i ) t + j (φ0 − φi ) − jk0z]

}

where all the RF tone amplitudes are selected equal, therefore the modulation depth, m, is the
same for all RF tones. Later, modulated light is transferred to the free space through a collimator
and split into two via a beam splitter. While one signal is traveling to the target (measurement
signal), the other is kept inside the system to be used as a local oscillator (reference signal) in
coherent detection. Both signals accumulate phase during propagation, and the returned signals
at the detector can be represented as

E ref,m = A 0

2
√

2
αref,m exp

(

jω0t + jφ0 + jω0
2L ref,m

c

)

− m
A 0

4
√

2
αref,m

{
N∑

i=1

exp
[

j (ω0 + 2πf i ) t + j (φ0 + φi ) + j (ω0 + 2πf i )
2L ref,m

c

]

+ exp
[

j (ω0 − 2πf i ) t + j (φ0 − φi ) + j (ω0 − 2πf i )
2L ref,m

c

]}

where L ref and L m are the distances between the beam splitter – reference mirror and beam splitter
– target, respectively. Also, αref and αm are the linear loss coefficients of free-space propagation.
On the detector, the reference and measurement signals will be mixed, and the current output of
the PIN photodiode will be I PD = RPi n = R (E ref + E m )(E ref + E m )∗ where R is the responsivity of the
detector and Pi n is input optical power on the detector. The phase shift of each tone will convert
into amplitude variations at different RF tones as:

I PD = I PD ,ave− 1
4

RmA 2
0

N∑

i=1

(
α2

ref +αref αm
)

cos
(

2πf i t+ 4π

c
L ref f i

)

+(
αref αm + α2

m

)
cos

(

2πf i t + 4π

c
L m f i

)

where I PD ,ave is the average photodiode current which is the sum of all self-beating components.
This result assumes that we can ignore higher order distortion tones (HD2, IMD3, etc.) and

phase mismatch is generated by only the optical path difference between the reference arm and
the measurement arm. We can drive the modulator in the linear regime by keeping modulation
depth low. Then, the higher order distortion terms will be suppressed at a much faster rate than
the fundamental tones, hence the spur free dynamic range (SFDR) of the system will be improved
[40]. Even though it is not straight forward, it may be wiser to optimize modulation depth to utilize
distortion tones as extra measurement tools after isolating the intensity variations due to the mixing
of tones. If one can overcome the computation complexity, this will improve the tone powers and
system accuracy.

As is clear in the I PD equation, each RF frequency tone, f i , accumulates different phase while
the light is traveling towards the target. Therefore, interference of the backscattered light with the
reference will produce a difference in amplitudes for different tones. After recording the power of
each tone, the data points are fit into a sinusoidal signal to extract the frequencies, where the
reference and measurement signals interfere constructively or destructively. The frequency differ-
ence between two consecutive peaks, �f = |fp 2 − fp 1|, will determine the range information such as
4π
c �L (fp 2 − fp 1) = 2π ⇒ �L = c

2�f where �L is the absolute range difference, �L = |L m − L ref |.
In MTCW Lidar, we are specifically interested in the sinusoidal fit over the measured tone

powers as shown in Fig. 2. The amplitude of such fitting depends on the experienced loss in
the reference and measurement arms. Peak amplitude is achieved when two cosines are in
phase and the minimum amplitude is achieved when two cosines are entirely out of phase.
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Fig. 2. RF tone power variation for various target distances and corresponding frequencies.

Therefore, the amplitude of modulation is A fi t = 0.25RmA 2
0αm (αref + αm ), the extinction ratio is

E R = (αref + αm )/|αref − αm | if αm �αref→ 1 and modulation depth of the oscillation is m osc = αm/αref . Since
the backscattered power from the target is so low, the reference arm should be attenuated to pre-
serve the extinction ratio and modulation depth of the oscillation. However, RF heterodyne detection
can be pursued in the electrical domain to further enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
detection system.

2.2 Numerical Verification

We modeled the full system of the proposed MTCW Lidar in the computer environment that includes
the modulator and detector nonlinearities, laser and detector noises, and losses in the measurement
arm to verify the experimental results. In Fig. 2, the evolution of the tone powers is demonstrated
while the range of the target is moved up to 30 cm from its initial position. The modulation depth
is set to 10% and losses are neglected (αref = αm = 1). To eliminate overlapping of actual tones
with higher order distortions such as harmonic distortions (2f, 3f, . . .) and intermodulation distortion
(2f2 ± f1, 2f1 ± f2, . . .), we selected RF tones as 150 MHz, 650 MHz, 1.25 GHz, 1.5 GHz and
2.1 GHz with the same amplitude as shown in Fig. 2(a). When the target is 10 cm away, the light
propagates a total distance of 20 cm back and forth from the target by creating peaks at every
1.5 GHz. While the 1.5 GHz tone has the same amplitude as before, 650 MHz is degraded the
most due to the proximity to the valley point at 750 MHz that experience the complete destructive
interference at the detector as seen in Fig. 2(b). When the target distance is doubled and tripled
as in Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d), respectively, the period of the sinusoidal fit decreases accordingly.
Therefore, to achieve high resolutions, larger bandwidth is required. For example, by facilitating
50 GHz RF bandwidth, the system can achieve <1 mm resolution. Such higher resolutions can
also be achieved by extrapolating the data of the lower frequency tones and signal processing
without going to X-band modulation.

When the target range increases, the consecutive peaks of the sinusoidal fit get closer to each
other due to inverse proportionality of range and frequency as in �L = 0.5c/�f . However, the same
modulation pattern repeats itself according to the period of the greatest common divisor (GCD) of all
RF tones. For the given tones GCD is 50 MHz, therefore the same modulation pattern is repeating
itself in every 3 meters. This MTCW system is designed for the fine range measurements at the
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Fig. 3. The effect of measurement arm loss on the modulation depth of sinusoidal fit when there is no
loss in the reference arm.

Fig. 4. Full experimental setup.

last portion of true range information (L act) that can be represented as L act = N × L r ep + L f , where
L r ep is the distance of modulation pattern repetition and L f is the final range information that can
be extracted from this system. However, it is not possible to extract the number of repetitions (N)
directly. Using quasi-CW signals can eliminate uncertainty and act as coarse range measurement.
For instance, in the case of autonomous vehicles, the 300 m operation range requires 2 μs light
propagation. The pulsed modulation with 100 kHz repetition rate and 50% duty cycle can yield
sufficient time (>3 μs) to acquire enough data for averaging. Also, it is possible to further increase
the data acquisition time by increasing the duty cycle or decreasing the repetition rate.

Figure 3 demonstrates how the modulation depth of the sinusoidal fit is decreasing while the
backscattered signal is being attenuated with respect to the reference signal. There is a trade-off
between the modulation depth and sensitivity of the system. When a high reference power is used,
the coherent detection allows you to detect lower scattering powers, however, the variation between
the constructive and destructive interference is mitigated. Therefore, the reference power should
be optimized for the desired application based on the loss in the measurement arm that is due to
divergence, range, and scattering efficiency.

3. Experimental Verification
To demonstrate the system performance, the proposed Lidar system is established on the optical
table as shown in Fig. 4. We used a CW laser operating at 1550 nm with 14 mW average power.
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Fig. 5. (a) Frequency sweeping for a stationary target sitting at a fixed distance (10.71 cm). Intensities
are normalized with respect to the reference signal. (b) The calculated error between experimental data
and theoretical expectation for frequency sweeping.

The laser output is sent to an 8 GHz LiNbO3 MZM to modulate light with the sum of two RF tones.
Two RF tones generated by Agilent RF Signal Generators are combined with a coaxial 2-way
power combiner (RFPC) and fed into modulator’s RF port. Quadrature bias operation of the MZM
is ensured by a DC power supply. The modulated light is first amplified by an Erbium doped fiber
amplifier (EDFA) with 10 dB gain and transferred to the free space via a collimator with 2.1 mm
beam waist and 0.95 mrad beam divergence. The transmitted beam is further split into two through
a non-polarizing 50-50 beam splitter (BS) cube. In this experiment, for demonstration purposes,
we used Aluminum mirrors with >95% reflectivity as a target and reference, hence αref ≈ αm ≈ 1.
The target mirror is translated on an optical rail for coarse measurements, then on an integrated
micrometer stage for fine tuning. The current setup is used for the proof of principle of ranging only,
therefore the target is stationary and not yielding any Doppler shifts for speed profiling. However,
the velocimetry capability of a similar configuration is recently demonstrated for an oscillating target
[41]. The back-reflected signals from the mirrors are recombined on the same beam splitter and
directed to the heterodyne detection mechanism. As a detector, we used a fiber coupled InGaAs
PIN photodiode (PD) with >12.5 GHz bandwidth. For these proof of concept experiments, it is
sufficient to use a PIN photodiode, which has an active area diameter of 32 μm that can detect
as low as >5 μW. Since such a high bandwidth requires small active area, which reduces the
sensitivity of the detector, in a more realistic system an avalanche photodetector (APD) should
be considered to enhance the detection capability by three orders of magnitude. A free space to
fiber coupling system is built with a coupling efficiency >25%, by utilizing 3D micrometer stages
and a 10× objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.25. After coupling to the fiber, through a
90/10 power splitter, the average power is observed through an optical power meter (OPM), while
spectral measurements are performed by an RF Spectrum Analyzer (RFSA). The acquired spectra
are recorded and further post-processed in MATLAB to extract the range information via sinusoidal
fitting algorithms.

4. Results and Discussion
For proof of concept demonstration, two experiments are performed: (i) frequency sweeping of a
stationary target anchored at a fixed distance and (ii) measuring the powers of two tones for a target
that is placed at different distances.

Figure 5(a) demonstrates the frequency sweeping of a target at fixed range, where red dots rep-
resent the experimental data points and blue curve the numerical expectation. The two consecutive
peaks are observed at DC and 1.4 GHz indicating �f = 1.4 GHz → c

2�f = 10.71 cm, along with
the destructive interference occurring at the 700 MHz tone. Due to a greater loss in the measure-
ment arm, where αm/αref = 0.8, constructive interference is achieved as ∼5.1 dB higher than the
reference. As is clear, the experimental data are well matched with the numerical analysis. The
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Fig. 6. (a) Multi-tone measurement by using two tones at 2.5 GHz and 6 GHz (b) Calculated error
between experimental data and theoretical expectation for individual tones at 2.5 GHz (dots) and
6 GHz (crosses) in the multi-tone measurement system. RMS error values at 2.5 GHz and 6 GHz are
represented as solid and dashed lines respectively.

Fig. 7. (a) Five times extended bandwidth to increase the resolution through sine fitting algorithm
(b) Suppression of the variation between RF tone intensities during bandwidth extension up to five
times.

mismatch between the experiment and the numerical expectation is shown in Fig. 5(b), where the
root-mean-square (RMS) error is calculated as 0.0936.

This experiment is used as a calibration for the proposed MTCW Lidar system. Since, several
components in the experimental setup, such as RF path and MZM, have frequency dependency, the
detected signal amplitudes have variations across the RF frequencies due to these imperfections.
To eliminate such variations, we normalized the acquired interference powers with respect to the
reference signal power that is measured while blocking the measurement arm. In Fig. 5(a), 0 dB line
shows the reference signal power. In the complete system, after system calibration, pre-distortion
can be applied to the tones to equate the power levels and eliminate the need for calibration
experiment.

In the second experiment, we modulate the CW laser by using two RF tones at 2.5 GHz and
6 GHz, and the measurement arm is moved slowly to observe the interference. Fig. 6(a) shows that
2.5 GHz and 6 GHz tones are forming waveforms with 6 cm and 2.5 cm periods, respectively. The
results are in a perfect correlation with the theoretical expectations. Fig. 6(b) indicates the amount
of error in the system at each measurement distance for individual tones. The RMS error of the
system is calculated from the error graph as 0.0972 and 0.0905 for 2.5 GHz and 6 GHz tones,
respectively.

We note that 6 GHz RF bandwidth is sufficient to resolve 2.5 cm with a full cycle. It is also
possible to add more tones at lower frequencies without increasing the total RF bandwidth of 6 GHz
and further applying signal processing to achieve higher resolution. Fig. 7(a) demonstrates 5 mm
range resolution by applying curve fitting and data extrapolation. Normally, 30 GHz RF bandwidth is
required to achieve 5 mm resolution. However, extending the bandwidth or improving the resolution
through data extrapolation is possible if the SNR of the detected signal is high enough. The behavior
of the system for different ranges of extrapolation for a higher resolution can be seen in Fig. 7(b).
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As we extrapolate the fit based on a few low-frequency tones, the amplitude difference between
these tones becomes very crucial. The ideal case (full cycle) and the 2× bandwidth extension
(half cycle) results are overlapping as shown in Fig. 7(b). This is due to true bandwidth’s capability
of capturing constructive interference at low frequencies and destructive at high. For bandwidth
efficiency purposes, careful selection of RF tones plays a significant role. Then, it is possible to
utilize the double bandwidth entirely without facing any penalties. Further improvements can be
performed depending on the SNR and modulation depth of the detected signal. The SNR depends
on the incident beam power, detector sensitivity and divergence of the beam. In the actual practice,
utilizing a high average output power laser and increasing the collection efficiency via carefully
engineered collection optics will enhance the signal strength along with an amplified APD. In
addition, it is also possible to increase the signal level by applying RF heterodyning after the optical
detector.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrate the multi-tone modulated continuous wave Lidar system. The technique
has the capability of providing high precision range and velocity information of static and moving
targets. In addition, we performed proof of concept experiments along with the theoretical and
numerical analysis of range measurements in a static environment. Further applications of the
proposed method for scattering or moving targets can be implemented by engineering the source
power, receiver sensitivity and utilizing the Doppler frequency shift.
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